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Saliency and pronoun choice in VP anaphora: the alternation between do it, do this and do that Gabriel Flambard Universit´e Paris Diderot – UFR Etudes Anglophones ED132 Sciences du Langage – CLILLAC-ARP This paper discusses the results of a corpus study analysing the alternation between the VP anaphors do it and do this/do that from the angle of saliency, i.e. how accessible the antecedent is assumed to be for the addressee at the point where the anaphor occurs (Cornish, 1999). Though several authors have argued that saliency affects the choice between different anaphors (Ariel, 1990; Cornish, 1999), VPAs are usually not considered in such approaches. Do it/this/that have largely been regarded as interchangeable and semantically equivalent, and as such have never been analysed in detail. The present study discusses how the conditions defined by Gundel et al. (1993) for it vs this/that can be extended to the choice of do it or do this/that. The ‘Givenness Hierarchy’ (GH) from Gundel et al. (1993) is one of several models proposing a classification of referential expressions according to the degree of saliency of the referent. Within the GH, it requires an ‘in focus’ referent—present in short-term memory and at the current centre of attention—while this/that only require an ‘activated’ referent, i.e. in short-term memory but not in focus of attention. A particular form will be infelicitous if the required cognitive status is not met (i.e. the antecedent is insufficiently salient). Additionally, using a low-saliency form when the antecedent is salient enough for the use of another one with higher requirements is also infelicitous, as it wrongly leads the addressee to search for a less accessible antecedent. This would explain why do this/that are less felicitous in (1), as is repeating do this or reversing the order of do it and do this in (2) (Miller, 2011, ex. 11f-11d): (1)



If Kipp wants to set fire to the town garage, he does it. (# does this/that)



(2)



I thought I should do this, so I did it! (#. . . so I did this!)



From examples like these, Miller concludes that Gundel et al.’s model is at least partly relevant in explaining the choice of do it vs do this/that. These observations were tested further against a larger corpus of attested occurrences. 120 occurrences in total (40 each of do it/this/that) were collected from the Newspaper section of the British National Corpus (BNC) and annotated according to their cognitive status. Prior to annotation, all occurrences were randomly sorted and replaced by ‘DO X’ to avoid basing the decision solely on the nature of the object pronoun (a second coding of the data will be carried out by another coder using the same method). Results appear in table 1. Only do it seems to conform to GH criteria, as it occurs mainly with in focus antecedents. Do this and do that show no strong preference either way as they occur about equally often with both statuses. Moreover, replacing do it with do this/that often does not lead to inferring a less accessible antecedent (3): (3)



We want to dot the I’s and cross the T’s on a whole range of issues—and we want to do it sooner rather than later. (OK: we want do this/that. . . )



These results show that even though the GH makes correct predictions for do it, and may explain the choice of do this/that in some cases, it is ineffective overall to account for the alternation between 1



Do it Do this Do that



In focus 31 (75.5%) 21 (52.5%) 17 (42.5%)



Activated 9 (22.5%) 19 (47.5%) 23 (57.5%)



Table 1: Cognitive statuses by VPA type these forms. The limits of a saliency-based account mean that other discourse factors must be considered. Strauss (2002) accounts for the choice of it or this/that based on the concept of gradient focus, understood as the amount of attention the addressee is invited to pay to the referent. In this model, this signals high focus, and typically refers to new, unshared information, while that and it signal mid and low focus respectively, and are associated with shared or backgrounded information. The description of it is consistent with the proportion of ‘in focus’ antecedents of do it, which refer to entities already enjoying the addressee’s attention. Also, the antecedent of do it is often a central topic of the sentence or utterance where it occurs, as in (4) where the antecedent is introduced in a rhetorical question and kept in focus since it is the implicit object of ‘expertise’ and ‘moral drive’ (the expertise/the moral drive to return. . . ). By contrast, the antecedent of do this is often new to the discourse and also to the addressee, in the sense of previously unknown information (5). Do that on the other hand tends to refer to actions that are not as such new information, but are not necessarily topical (6): (4)



Surely we could return Brightness the Beluga to her own genetic family in the Arctic? We, the British, had the expertise. We could mobilise the resources and we had the moral drive. So plans were laid to do it.



(5)



The biggest task of the Leftist Unity party will be to lure away the working class from the Socialists. So far, Mr Anguita’s party has failed to do this.



(6)



I don’t know anyone who enjoys the criticism. You would have to be a masochist to do that.



The gradient focus approach seems a more reliable predictor of the alternation between do it and do this/that than saliency, which accounted only for a portion of our data. This paper considers how this model can be combined with saliency to provide a more robust account of VPA alternation.



References Ariel, M. (1990). Accessing Noun-Phrase Antecedents. Taylor & Francis. Cornish, F. (1999). Anaphora, discourse, and understanding: evidence from English and French. Oxford University Press. Gundel, J. K., Hedberg, N., and Zacharski, R. (1993). Cognitive status and the form of referring expressions in discourse. Language, 69(2):274–307. Miller, P. (2011). The choice between verbal anaphors in discourse. In Hendrickx, I., Devi, S. L., Branco, A., and Mitkov, R., editors, Anaphora Processing and Applications: 8th Discourse Anaphora and Anaphor Resolution Colloquium, Daarc 2011, Faro Portugal, October 6-7, 2011. Revised Selected Papers. Springer. Strauss, S. (2002). This, that, and it in spoken American English: a demonstrative system of gradient focus. Language Sciences, 24:131–152.
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